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The Transaction Challenge

Legal transactions can be disorganized and 
chaotic. Each deal creates hundreds of files and 
emails that need to be managed. 

It’s easy for those participating in the process to 
become distracted from their core purpose as 
they get consumed with managing their inbox and 
searching for files or hunting out the right version 
before the true legal work has even begun. 

Lawyers spend as much time running checklists, 
collecting signatures and creating closing binders 
as they do advising clients and drafting 
documents. Clients don’t like paying for admin 
tasks, so much of this work is written off.

There is a better way with Workshare Deal 
Checklists and Closing Binders.

Beyond due diligence 

Standard data rooms don’t help lawyers working 
on closing out deals. As static file repositories, 
they offer no functionality relevant to the stages 
of a transaction that go beyond due diligence. 

With functionality to assist lawyers at each 
stage of their deal and throughout the 
document lifecycle, Workshare Deal Checklists 
gives legal teams essential time back to focus on 
the added-value aspects of a deal close. 
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Workshare Deal Checklists help lawyers and legal 
teams run transactional matters more effectively 
and productively. 

Lawyers create bespoke workspaces online, based 
on the type of deal checklist they would 
previously have created in Word™ or Excel™. 

The fully automated checklist provides structure 
for the organization of files throughout the deal 
close. It enables lawyers to work more efficiently, 
cutting out many of the document admin tasks 
traditionally associated with the review process 
and enables the team to focus on their legal work 
and their clients.

A New Way of Working on Legal Transactions 

With the checklist structure in place, Workshare 
provides all the tools lawyers need at each 
relevant stage of their transaction:

Version control 

File comparison

Metadata removal

Status tracking

Signature collection 

A bespoke PDF editor to compile the 
closing binder

The top fifty law firms globally close upwards of 
1,000 transactions each year.

Based on customer feedback, by using Workshare 
Deal Checklists up to 2,250 days of unbillable time 
can be saved each year.

COST SAVINGS THROUGH PRODUCTIVITY
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Conditions Precedent (CP) Process

The CP process on banking transactions can 
generate thousands of files on just one matter. 

Workshare Deal Checklists provides a more 
organized environment for the exchange and 
review of CP files when compared with traditional 
data rooms. 

CP files are organized intuitively, while an instant 
status update of the entire matter is always 
accessible for reporting.

Lenders and borrowers are presented with a far 
better transaction experience and post-closing 
activity is reduced to a minimum.

Closings & Closing Binders

Workshare Deal Checklists provide a complete 
end-to end solution that delivers bibles or 
closing binders with complete efficiency and 
enables teams to move on to their next 
transaction without delay.

As deal close approaches, legal teams can create 
Deal Checklists for internal use only, which will 
help them track incoming files and close out the 
whole transaction faster. 

The result is an ordered closing and a faster, 
simpler process to finalize the bible or closing 
binder, with consistent results every time.

Full Deal

Workshare Deal Checklists can host deals from 
start to finish. 

With participants from all sides of the deal 
invited into the workspace, the online checklist 
hosts the exchange of all files related to a 
transaction, from first draft to final signature 
page. 

Reliance on email is vastly reduced and the 
result is a smoother, more transparent and 
efficient experience for you and everyone else 
involved. 
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How Legal Teams Are Using Deal Checklists…



Features

Structured workspaces based on the 
documents checklist for the deal

End-to-end functionality for the full deal 
lifecycle

Versioning for negotiated agreements

Workshare comparison and metadata removal 
built-in

Signature page collection for tracking closings

Drag-and-drop assembly of final versions 

Document access restrictions

Integration with all major Document 
Management Systems (DMS)

24/7 support

“Not only does Workshare enable the whole 
transaction to be more efficient, but on the day of 
closing, which is traditionally very stressful for all 
parties, being able to collate all the relevant closing 
files in such a simple way, and then wrapping up 
the closing binder on the same day, is very 
satisfying.” 

Skylar Marshall, 
Associate at Campbell Killin Brittan & Ray

CASE STUDY

Benefits

A better deal experience for transactional 
lawyers 

A transparent, concise experience for clients 

Efficiency savings across the deal lifecycle 

An estimated 75% time saving on the post-
closing process 

Write-offs significantly reduced

Large reduction in email traffic when used 
externally

Consistent closing binder output across the 
organization

Closing binders delivered within 48hrs of 
deal close every time

WORKSHARE IS HELPING LEGAL TEAMS MANAGE THEIR TRANSACTIONS ACROSS THE WORLD. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO TALK TO US ABOUT A 
CHECKLIST AND CLOSING BINDER SOLUTION FOR YOUR FIRM, PLEASE EMAIL contactus@workshare.com OR CALL US ON +44 (0)20 7426 0000.
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Features, Benefits and Results
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ABOUT WORKSHARE
Workshare is the fast, smart, secure way to get from document draft to final version. It’s easy to confidently share, review and 
compare files from anywhere, no matter how complex the content. More than two million professionals in 70 countries use 
Workshare on their desktop, mobile or tablet.

FILE SHARING & DMS MOBILITY
Sync documents to mobile devices from a Document Management System. Share information with a partner or send a 
document securely to a client or third party. Workshare integrates fully with iManage, SharePoint, OpenText and other 
leading DMSs.

FILE & METADATA SECURITY
Clean sensitive and hidden data, without interrupting work flow. Having to choose tools and make security decisions wastes 
time when sending files securely. Regardless of how files are shared, Workshare automatically scans and cleans documents 
before transfer.

SECURE FILE TRANSFER 
Send files that are too large for email system or too sensitive for your business. Workshare’s Secure File Transfer intelligently 
applies security policies to any sensitive attachments and enables sharing of larger files directly from Outlook.


